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ABSTRACT
The study of security in computer networks is a rapidly growiag
area of interest because of the proliferation of networks and the
paucity of security measures in most current nefworks. Since
,aost tretworks consist of a collection of iater-connected local area
networks (LANs), this paper concentrates on the security-related
issues in a single btoadcast LAN such as Ethernet. Specifically,
we formalize various possible network attacks and outline
methods of detecting them. Our basic strategy is to develop
profiles of usage of network resources and then to compare
current usage patterns with the historical profile to determine pos-
sible security violations. Thus, our work is similar to the host-
based intrusion-detection systems such as SRI,s IDES pUNTgga].
Different froro such systems, however, is our use of a Lierarchical
modd to refine the focus of the intrusion-detectior; mechanism.
We also report on the development of our experimental LAN
monitor currently under implementation. Several aetwork
attacks have been simulated and results on how the monitor has
been able to detect these attacks are also analyzed. Initiar results
demonstrate that many network attacks are detectable with our
monitor, although it can surely be defeated. Current work is
focusing on the integration of network monitoting with host-
based techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION
Network attacks or intrusions such as eavesdropping on

information meant for someone else, illegally accessiag informa-
tion remotely, breaking into computers remotely, inserting errone.
ous information into files, and flooding the network thereby
reducing its effective channel capacity are not uncommon. To
oyercome these problems, several proposals suggest the deploy-
ment of flclt), 6ecure, and possibly c/osed systems by using
mcthods that cau prevent network attacks, e.g., by uring encryp-
tion techniques. But we recog*ize that these solutions will not
always be proper because of the tremendous investment already
made in the existing infrastructure of open data networks, how-
ever iasecure the latter might be. Furthermore, encryption tech-
niques cannot protect against stolen keys or legitimate users
misusing their privileges. Hence, we approach the problem from a
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dillerent angle. Specifically, our goal is to de'elop monitoring
techniques that will enable the maintaining of information of zor-
mol netvrork activity (including those of the network's iadividual
nodes, their users, their offered services, etc.) The monitor will be
capable of obseruing cument network activity, which' when com-
pared with historical behavior, will enable it to detect in real-time
possible security violation on the network - regardless of the net-
work type, organization, and topology. Since our goal is to detect
network intrusions, note that we are borrowing some of the basic
concepts that have been developed or proposed for non-
networked, stand-alone, intrusion-detection systems, e.g., IDES
|DENN87, LUNT88a], MIDAS |WHITST], and others. See
pUNT88b] for a survey of intrusion-detection development
efforts.

The focus of our present activity is narrowed to the local
environment. In particular, we are deYeloPing our concePts for an
Ethernet (CSMA/CD) LAN which, because of its broadcast pro-
perty, enables us to design and test a single secure monitor that
has access to all of the network traffic. A prototype LAN security
monitor - hereafter referred to as our Network Security Monitor
(NSM) - has been in experimental operation for approximately a
year, and it is continuously been upgraded as we iacorporate into
it newer concepts as they emerge. The NSM in its most elemen-
tary (lowest) level of operation can measure network utilization
and host-to-host activity. But when it suspects a possible intru-
sion or under the control of a Security Ofiicer, it can also refine
its focus on an individual user, a group of users, individual or
group(s) of services they are using, etc., in a hierarchical fashion'
Probabilistic, rule-based, and mixed approaches are being
employed by the monitor, and it raises alarms for the Security
Officer upon detectiag aaomalous behavior. The Security Officer
interfaces with the monitor via a user-friendly window system,
using which he/she carr manually alter (usually refine) the
monitor's focus as weII. At present, the monitor is being
employed to catch several simulated network attacks, as we
report later in the paper. It is also being installed at LLNL.

tr. SYSTEM MODEL
The target system, which needs to be protected from attack,

consists of a number of host conputen (includiag devices such as
file servers, name servers, printers, etc.) and a LAN through which
the hosts are inter-connected. The LAN is assumed to employ a
broadcast medium (e.g., Ethernet), and all packets transmitted
oyer the LAN are potentially available to any device connected on
the network. The LAN is also assumed to be physically secure, in
the sense that an attacker (intruder) will not be able to directly
access the network hardware such as the connecting medium
(cable) and the network interface at each host. The L{N is con-
nected to the outside world via one or more gateways-

The principal source of attacks is assumed to originate from
the outside world and not from a source which already has legiti-
mate access to a host or the tAN. However, an intruder's stra-
tegy could be to initially i-rrfiltrate a less secure host on the LAN
and then utilize this trust as a platform for launching the attack
on the ultimate (main) target.

Of course, the most effective way of preventing an attack is
to isolate the system from the outside world. However, there are
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many environments, which, u'hilc rcquiring that the integrity oI
the system is protected, need to operate in an open environment,
as outlined below. First, the system needs to communicate rvith
systems not controlied by its owners, and such systems, and the
communication paths to them, are not necessarily trusted. This
communication consists of user data (e.g., mail) and system data
(name and file service, authentication, etc.) Second, the system
needs to be built using oFthe.shelf hardware and software, which
may ha're (known or unknown) security problems. Finally, the
system must use existing communications protocols-

III. ATTACKS ON NET\MORKED COMPUTERS
The sources of network attacks could be hosts on the LAN,

devices connected to the LAN (e.g., wiretaps), and devices outside
the LAN connected via a gateway. If the system owners have
taken suFrcient precautions regarding physical access to the hosts
aud the LAN, and regard.ing screening of users authorized to use
the system, the remaining point of weakness is from outside the
LAN. The targets of attacks could be hosts, the LAN (including
bridges and gateways), and lesources outside the LAN used by the
system or its users. Arr attacker could be malicious or benign.
The attacker could also harm the system inailvertently. The
objectives of an attacker could include: access the system t'for
fun"l use computing resources (CPU, disk, I/O devices, etc.) for
his own purposes; obtain information stored on the systeml
modify or destroy information on the systeml prevent or impede
normal operation of the systeml or damage or destroy the system.

An attack could be considered to comprise of three phases,
viz. preparation, execution, and post-attack. In the preparation
phase, the attacker gathers information needed to launch the
attack. The actual attack occurs in the execution phase. I-n the
post-attack phase, the desired efects (including side efi'ects) of the
attack are observable. The three phases are analyzed below-

A. The Preporotion Phase

The eflectiveness of an attacker, both ia term of how far he
can penetrate the system and how well he can avoid detection,
depends to a large extent on how well-iaformed he is. The
coresponding information is of'two types - generic iaformation
such as break-in methods, coEunon passwords, and weaknesses i!
operating systemsl and specific information about the system to
be attacked such as the number, types and names of hosts, the
network configuration, the software (both system and applica-
tions) beiag rutr, users, their work patterns, and personal informa-
tion about them (useful for guessing passwords), and information
about sensitive data on the system.

A competent attacker is expected to have the generic i-ufor-
mation. However, he also needs the system-specific information.
While there are a number of ways of obtaining such information
(phone books, drivers license information, inside contacts, etc-),
the network itself is a fruitful source of such information. Some
utilities which provide a wealth of information in the Internet
environment are: The Domain Naming System, NlCname/whois
service, Finger, Ruptime/rwho, and Sendmail. Details of these
services and ho'w their misuse can be detected are discussed in
Section fV'.
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D- The Atlaclc Phase

Assume an attacker A (a hostile program or a human sit-
ting at a computer). A nishes to attack a target T (such as a
host, a seryice, or the network itself). In order to do so, A must
establish a channel of communication with T. This may be done
by A and T communicating directly with each other (for purposes
of this discussion, a network operating as intended is considered
simply as a courmunications channel and not an intermediary) or
via an intermediary I, where A communicates with I and I com-
municates with T. An example of using an intermediary would
be to remotely log in to a Eachine and then access another
machine from it. For exa^m.ple, if a network component such as a
gateway were subyerted a"nd made to perform differently than
intended, then it would be considered an intermediary. In general,
there could be n intermedia,ries, where a)0.

Consider such a chain A - I(1) - I(2) - ... - I(n) - T. This
implies that the attacker has obtained some ureasure of control
over A and the I's and is usiag them to launch an attack on T.
However, A must have launched an attack on I(n) from A and
I(1), I(2), ... I(n-l). Therefore, we see that an attack using a
chain of intermediaries can be decomposed into a series of attacks,
each of which adds to the set of entities under control of the
attacker. For simplicity, we consider A and all of the I's together
and refer to the composite group as A. Then the attack simplifies
to an attack from A to T, where A is a set of entities rather than
a single entity.

For A and T to cotnmunicate, T must either offer o setohe
which can be exploited by A, or T must seek to use o eerui'ce

offered by A- A may get T to use a serYice controlled by it by
either obtaining control oYer s legitimate service provider or by
impersonatiag one.

(i) Servicea offered by hosts. The lowest level of service pro-
vided over the network by hosts is the receiving and sending of
packets. At the Ethernet and IP levels, hosts may accept, rej*t,
or forward packets based on their source and destination
addresses, protocol types, and other characteristics such as 6ecu-

rity options. Examples of higher level services ate rcmotc login,
finger and nctuork fiJe systems. Securitywise, services can be
ranked on two criteriar viz. the ilegree oJ control over the system
given by the service, and the strength ol the outhcnticotion per'
formed. Ideally, as the degree of control given iacreases, so should
the strength of the authentication.

(ii) Serviees ofrered by network. The primary serYice offered
by a network (including gateways, etc-) is the transmission of
packets. Other services ofrered are the routing of packets and
response to network management conmalrds. These services too
can be ranked based on the degree of control provided and on the
authentication required.

(iii) Services used by hoeta. Hosts use the services provided by
the network to send and receive packets and the services provided
by other hosts such as resource location, network file systems, etc'
In this case, a host is vulnerable to incorrect information being
provided by the service. For exampler a resource locator may
return the identity of a resource controlled by the attacker. The
purpose of authentication in this case is to ensure the legitimacy
of the information being provided.
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(iv) Eow attac-kers may exploit services. Arr attacker may
utilize a service in two ways. First, the service, as documented
and intended to operate, may contain security holes and
weaknesses, These may be compounded by poor operating prac-
tices of users and system administrators, e.g-, poor choice of pass-
words. Second, due to bugs and trapdoors, the implementation of
the service may allow attackers to use the service in ways not
intended by the designers. (Note that there is sometimes a fine
line between bugs and features!) For example, in some operating
systems, hitting an interrupt character before the login authenti-
cation is completed will allow a login without a password, and
some operating systems will crash the host when certain types of
Ethernet packets are receiYed. Some other services provide
debuggitrg modes which give the penetrator privileged access.

(v) Exarnples of services. We give examples of some services
offered and used by BSD Unix together vrith what they allow a
user to do, and the type of authentication performed.

C. The Post-Attock Phose

A system may continue to o<hibit changes eYen after the
activity of the attack is over. This residue of an attack may con-
sist of the efects desired by the attacker and possible side efects'
From the point of view of the system owner, effects of an attack
could include:
r Dissemination of data stored on the system.

o Loss or reduction of system services, possibly due to the
attackerts use of seryices or by the attacker causing damage
to the system.

o Loss of system integrity and confiilence in the system. Once
a system has been penetrated' there is always a possibility
that the attacker may do so again, possibly via trapdoors
left open the first time.

rv. DETECTING AN ATTACK
The principal problem ia detecting an attack is distinguish-

ing it from. normal system activity. Our approach is to rate
activities on their likelihood of being an attack and concentrate
on those deemed more likely to be an attack. The following cri-
teria are used.

o Source of the message - Some sources, especially those out-
side the LAN or those with low intrirsic security (e'g', ter-
minal servers, PC's, etc.) are more likely to launch an
attack.

r Destiuation of the message - Both hosts which contain sen-
sitive information (o. are otherwise attractive to an
attacker) and hosts with poor security (which can be used as

Service Allows Authentication
finger
mail
user FTP
anonymous FTP
rlogia
naEe service
network file systems

information about users
writing to mail file
readfwrite files
read/writ'e restricted set of files
log-in privileges
n2me - address translation
read /write /execute !!es-

DOne
essentially none
pass's/ord
none
access control list / password
host address
host address
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intcrmediarics) are likely targets of an attack-
. Service used - Services with poor authentication, or services

which yield more advantages to the attacker' are more sus-
ceptible.

r Contents - The contents of messages can be analyzed to
determine their legitimacy. In general, this is hard, since
contents of user messages tend to be unstructured and vary
widely. Control messages used by various protocols (e'g',
mail, the initialization part of rlogin) are well structured,
and cau be analyzed.
It could be expected that arr attacker would attempt to

make use of the network seryices described in section III to obtain
information to prepare for the attack. Therefore, we can detect
such attempts by monitoring the network. Because there are

many legitimate uses for such information, the majority of queries

Inay not be indicative of an attack. However, excessive queries to
such services or queries which appear to be gathering information
and which would be useful to an attacker may be an indication
that preparation for an attack is in progress.

Accessing system services from unusual locations, at unusual
ti-es, or with unusual pat0erns of activity may also be an indica-
tion of an attack in progress. In deciding whether an observed
activity is an attack, not only the documented features of the ser-

vice but also possible bugs rnust be considered' Unusual or
infrequently-used services may be rcgarded with more suspicion,
since well-known services have been extensively analyred and
have stood the test of time so that most of their weaknesses are

expected to be known and possibly corrected as's/eU'

Detecting that an attack has occurred by observing its
effects can be done in two ways. The first is i;y analyring system
Iogs and audit trails for evidence of the attacker's actions, and
the second is by observilg changes to system behavior due to the
attack. Examples of the latter are hosts crashing or not respond-
ing to network queries, or sending unusual types or numbers of
rnessages. If sensitive data is tagged or catr be otherwise
identified by observing it when it is being sent across the network,
it is possible to monitor network trafrc for such data being read
by an attacker.

In the following subsections, examples of sone known
methods of attack are arralyred-

A. Whois f Finger
The rolr.oie and. fi,nger serYices provide information about

users of the system. \{hile the information provided is (or should
be) non-sensitive, it could be used for compiling iaformation
about an organiration (such as which department a person is in
and the composition of project groups). It can also be used to
gather information on account names and log-in patterns of users

in preparation for an attack.
Detection of finger attacks is done by observing unusual

patterns of activity. For iastance, repeated fingering of the same

hort, or f.ngering of all the hosts on a network, may be considered
suspicious.

B. Mail I SMTP
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Mail is typically considered a write'only service' However,
it is possible to perlorm an attack by sending a message which
executes system commands when the recipient reads or executes it.
such a message would contaia a Trojan horse. In the Internet
environment, mail currently does not allow authentication
(although use of RFC 1113-1115 may change this) and it may be
possible to get a mail recipient to take some action by sending
forged mail. Also, excessive use of mail could flood the system or
oYerflow the recipient's mailbox.

The SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) service performs
other actions in addition to delivering mail' It can be used to
ascertain the contents of mailing lists and verify user id's. Also, if
its debug mode is enabled, it can be used to i5511s c'6mma'nds to
the system.

Mail-based atta.cks can be detected by comparing the Inter-
net soutce address with the source specified, and by monitoring
the sMTP seryice to ensure that it is followed correctly. Also,
mail connections can be monitored to ensure that only authorized
gateways send and teceive mail from outside the organization'

C. Rernotc Login
Remote login, as provided by the BSD Unix rlogfn service

or similar services such as rsi. or telnet, allows a user to give
coEmands as if he were on a directly connected termiaal, and it
enables users to run arbitrary Progr,ms on a system from a
rcmote location. Many systems allow system administratol (root)
privileges by remote login, and for good reasons "' to allow
i.-ot debugging of a system. The tlogin command allows
access to a system by giving a password or by being on arr eccess

control list (ACL) kept on the system. The ACL is a list of host
and user naures. In addition to logging in by ascertaining the
password, an attacker coulil use the access control facility by

o Obtaining access to an account listed il the target's ACL'
o Obtaining access to the file the list is stored in ( 'rtr'oetc )

and modifying it.
o subverting the name to address translation serYice to yield

a false address for a host in the ACL.
o Subverting the network to make it appear the attacker is at

a host address corresPonding to a host named ia the ACL'
o Obtaining system privileges on a host named in the ACL

and masquerading as the user named in the ACL'
The above illustrates the fact that security is obtained from

a chain of factors and the chain is only as stlong as its weal<est

thk. In normal use, remote loghs tead to be from local hosts plus
a limited number of remote hosts. Monitorilg of the source
address and the destination host and user is useful in detecting
login attacks.

D. Netuork File Systems

Network file sysfems are services provided by hosts to other
hosts on the neiwork, and hosts are therefore susceptible to
attack both as service providers and service users. In the first
case, an attacker could access a network file service to read from
and write to 0les, and in the second, he could provide a fi'le sys-

tem containing bad data or programs to be used by ihe system
under attack. As in the case of login, detecting file system trafiic
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to or from the outside could be a sign oI an attack'

E. Misrorling Netuork Traflic
Network traffic can be misrouted by sending fraudulent con-

trol messages to gatewaysr routers and hosts. Misrouting could be

used to direct unauthorized traffrc to an attacker's machine,
where it could be examined and possibly modi-fied, to masquerade
as hosts, or to prevent hosts from communicating with each
ofher. Attacks on network components can be detected by
observing control packets used to modify routiag tables, and by
comparing routing tables in hosts and gateways with the expected
values.

F. Ooerlood,ing thc System

A denial-of-serYice attack can be performed by overloading
various parts of the system, such as hosts, the network, and gate-
ways. One method of overloading a network is by simply sending
a stream of packets which exceed the capacity of the network or a
segment of the network. Variations of this scheme, in which each
packet sent causes a large nuraber of packets to be generated at
the target network, can be used to disrupt a network without
overloading the sender. Another strategr could be to open a large
number of connections to a target host or network. Since host and
gateway routing tables have limited capacity, this activity will
eventually lead to bona-fide users beiag unable to connect since
all the resources are being used by bogus connections' This type
of attack is easy to detect since it results in a shalp increase in
network traffic, eithet as a whole, or from/to a host or 6ubnet'

G. Domain Narr"e Senice (DNS)
This is au example of an attack in which an attacker gains

control of a se'rrrice used by hosts in the system. The DNS is used
to translate host uame into addresses. Arr attacker impersonating
a remote name serYet could rcturn fraudulent aildresses to name
queries, thus leading hosts to connect with machines (possibly
controlled by the attacker) other thau those expected.

H. Eatead,topping

Eavesdropping on network tlafrc can be done from a device
connected to the network medium. Eavesdropping oD connections
outside the organization is often easy because communication
links are often not under their control. As well as obtainiag sensi-
tive data, eavesdropping caa be used to obtain passwords which
can later be used to log in to hosts.

Detection of passive eavesdropping is difficult, unless the
physical equipment used for eavesdropping car be located' Physi-
cal security anil encryption of data sent ou insecure links can help
prevent eavesdroppiag. This attack can be deiecteil via active
testiag, viz. by determining il fraudulent messages are being
returned by a host (under the attacker's control).

\I. CONCEPT OF TEE N.S.M.
This section presents the conceptual view of our Ethernet-

based NSM. Crrrrently the NSM uses a four dimensional matrix
of which the axes are: Source (a host which generates trafrc), Des-
tination (a host to which trafiic is destined), Service (mail, login,
etc.), and Connection ID (a unique identifier for a specifc
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connection). Each cell in the matrix represcnts a unique connec-
tion on the network from a source host to a destination host by a
specific service. This matrk is similar in concept to the well-
known access matrix, the basis for protection in many systems.
Each cell holds trvo values: the number of packets passed on the
connection for a certain time interval, and the sum of the data
carried by those packets. Al analyzer must examine the data
patterns in the matrix representhg the current traffic to deter-
mine if an attack is occurring on the system.

One method to examine the traflic matrix is to compare it
against a matrix holding a certain pattern- For example, a com-
parison may be made against a matrix holding the representation
of a specific attack. To compare the two matrices, the pattern
being checked can be treated as a mask, and the current tramc
pattern catr be passed through that mask. Data passing through
the mask should be brought to the attention to a Security Ofiicer.

Designing patterns for all possible attacks is difiiculi at best
and computationally infeasible. Therefore, the NSM generates a
mask of normal traflic flow, and an inverse (as in a photographic
inverse) is made of this normal traflic matrix- This new mask
represents all traflic flow outside the normal trafrc flow. The
matrix for the current traflic flow is passed through this "abnor-
mal" mask, anil any data passing through is presented of the
Security Ofrcer.

Unfortunately the 'matrices for the netwolk traffic are
potentially enounous, especially il a larg'er dimensional matrix is
considered. Even sparse matrix implementations coatain a Yery
large num.ber of cells. Checking each cell against the mask may
require more resources than available. The NSM, therefore,
groups cells in a logical and hierarchical fashion. The groups are
then presented to a mask, which in turn has been grouped. U a
group passes through the mask, this group can be presented to
the Security Ofrcer; furthermore, the NSM can break the group
into the smaller constituents to perform a more detailed analysis-

This hierarchical structuring allows for a monte carlo divide
and conquer search of the entire network traffic. If processi-ng
power is available, greater analysis may be conducted on grouPs
which do not show abnormality to reduce chances that the proba-
bilistic search presented an incorrect answer.

The second method to examine the cunent traflic matrix is
to apply a set of rules against the matrix. This method is partic-
ularly important if profile masks have yet to be generated. Since
the rules look for specific traffic patterns, they can be
transformeil into matrix masks tool therefore, only the single
analysis tool, passing curent trafiic through masks, needs to be
used. Unfortunately, after examining a number of potential lules,
we have found not all rules apply well at all grouping levels, so a
mask may only be applicable at a single level. For example, a
rule looking for a login connection which only exchanges a few
packets and terminates (thus indicating a possible failed login)
does not map well to the Source-'Destination group level. Con-
versely, a rule looking for a host communicating with a large
number of other hosts works well at the Source'Destination level,
but it does not work well at the connection level-

Details of the NSM can be found in EIDLM90].
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\T. I'I'ITFORMANCI' OF'I'III' N.S.M.
The first analysis of the NSM's performance only ircluded

the ruie base detection. Probabilistic detection testing will begin
shortiy; however, a computation of the actual data path space
used has been calculated and will be described later. The NSM
was tested for twenty days on the our Ethernet- Included in the
test data were ts'o simulated attacks. The attacker and the indi-
vidual writiag the rules did not discuss the attacks.

As mentioned previously, only a few simple rules are usedl
however, these rules have proven useful- The following are the
rules used:
r If the total number of connections by a single serYice between

two machines is greater than fifteen, then report.

r If a host communicates with more than fifteen other hosts
using the telnet or login services, then report.

r If a connection is attempted to a noaexistent host, then
report.

A total of 80 warnings, or apProximately four warnings a
day, were issued. Most of these warnings were gelerated by
workstations running a large number of X window tools on a
remote CPU and by mail connections from our ceotral mail host'
Some of the more interesting warnings are described below.

1) A number of hosts copied a large number of files via the
File Transfer Protocol. File transfers of over three hundred files
were observed more than once. Fudher investigation showed that
people were backing up their files to other machiae using ftp. At
least one large ftp was to a host at Stanford containiag a large
number of public domain Progtans for personal computers.

2) Over three hundred f;ngers were initiated between two
machines. The finger prograrn is one of several services which
provide iaformation about the state of a system: who is curretrtly
using the system, which people have never iogged ia (and thus
Eay have a default password), who has uuread mail, etc. This
informition can be used to prepare for an actual attack, so the
report caused some coDcern. Fortunately it was only one of our
colleagues launching a simulated attack.

3) Over 150 mail messages were exchauged between two
machines which normally do not exchange Elail- Further analysis
of the system files on one of the machines indicated that the mail
was exchanged between only two users - one of them being root
on one machine. Further investigations will continue.

4) On several occasions, over thirty logia failures were
recorded between a dial-up port and a host on our network but
not under our control. Iavestigations are still continuing for these
events as well.

5) Several warning were issued concerning a large number of
connections made through an unknown service by several new HP
workstations. The unknown service appears to be local to the
new machines.

6) Finally, a computer game called 'Empire'was initiated
on a local host, and the gr*s and Internet address 'were

announced on the usenet network. Frequent warnings were issued
concerning the number of hosts, often over twenty, which were
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communicating with our local machine.
Although the probabilistic detection scheme (passing the

trafrc through masks), has not been tested yet, the actual data
paths and the poteniial data paths have been measured- A data
path is defined to be a means by which two hosts can communi-
cate. This is generally provided by network services on the hosts

- communication via removable media such as disks or tapes is
not considered. Thus the total number of data paths between
two hosts is defined to be the total number of network services by
which the two hosts may conomunicate. The total number of pos-
sible data paths is then the number of host pairs possible multi-
plied by the number of seryices used.

A data path is consideted to be used if at ieast one connec-
tion, on the average, is made on that path every two weeks. A
calculation of the total number of data paths actually used on
our Ethernet was O.6Vo of total number of data paths possible.
Therefore our sparse matrix represents oaly O-6% of the potential
matrix size, and the probability of a random network attack
occurring on one of the normally used data paths is only 0.6%.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have discussed an approach to obtaining network secu-

rity based on capturing and analyzing network activity- The
need for a security monitor is clear: Bost retworks are intrinsi-
cally insecure as are the hosts that are attached to the network,
and the network must be protected against users (hsiders and
outsiders) misusing privileges.

The paper establishes an implemented framev-ork (called the
NSM) for coping with network attacks. The NSM, working on an
Ethernet although most of the system is independent of the net'
work type, captures and analyzes every packet. A use of the net'
work is considered suspicious iI it is very dissimilar to previous
uses (aka profiles) or is iaconsistent with one or more policies.
Similar methods for flagging attacks are the basis for host-based
security monitors.

The network model offers the opportunity for a hierarchical
analysis of activity. At the lowest level, host-to'host activity is
analyzed; at the next level it is services, and at the nort level it is
connections. The lowest level is the first line of defense, passiug
suspicious behavior to the higher levels. This is the manner in
which the NSM works autonomously. Under Security OFrcer con-
trol, the requests for data start at the top level and proceed
downward. Work is ia progress on a more detailed analysis of
ne0work activity iavolving users and applications-

The paper also presents a Eodel of network-based attacks,
the model reflecting the phases of an attack, the services used,
and the purpose of the attack. We have used this model to gen-
erate trial attacks on the network and to determine the
efle-ctiveness of the NSM in detecting such attacks. The attacks
have a commonality, in that a user gains access to the network
and then attempts to determine what the hosts can offer him or
attempts to damage the network. The attacks we generated all
involve noticeable increases in activity at one of the three levels of
our analysis hierarchy, and were easily detected by the NSM.

Many attacks will take this form, and will be detectable by
the NSM in real-time. More subtle attacks will not leave so
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obvious a trail in netrvork behavior. For example, an altackcr
could guess a password for a host, and use the rcp facility to copy
the password file from another host for the ultimate purpose of
cracking passwords- (Of course, the NSM could contain rules to
be suspicious of the password file beiag transferred, but one could
easily think of file names that would not be suspicious to the
NSM.) Thus a comprehensive monitor would also involve host-
based monitors to watch over the activities of individual hosts.
We are considering such hybrid systems.

Our initial results with synthetic attacks are promising and
the overall framework for net'work monitoriag allows integrating
the NSM with the analysis software that is part of current host-
based monitors. Clearly, however, it is essential to instali the
NSM (and other monitors) into real settings for extended times
and determine their effectiveness iu coping with real attacks.

FinaIIy, we remark that our present aetwork monitoring
activities are confined to the local environment because the broad-
cast property of LANs enables us to design and test a single
seture monitor that has access to all of the network trafrc. Dis-
tributed monitoring of wide area networks will undoubtedly be
more coEplog and it will be taken up after our experience from
LAN monitoring matures. In an irregular-structured, store-and-
forward network, a single location of the monitor will no longer
sufrce since all network packets will not necessarily be routed
through a particula.r node. Hence, the network monitoring func-
tions have to be distributed among several nodes- These nodes
will exchange information to reach a consersus otr whether an
attack is in progress. Noting that some of these nodes might have
themselves been conpromised, the distributed monitoring
Eechalrism is expected to borrow some of the concepts from the
Byzantine generals Problem.
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